EDSW-Education Sooner Works

EDSW 1001  Person Centered Planning  1 Credit Hour
Prerequisite: Permission of the Educational Psychology department. A semestery reoccurring course in a sequence at the University of Oklahoma for Sooner Works participants. It is designed to work in conjunction with other Sooner Works courses to lay the foundations related to education, independent living, and career planning. This course is individualized to meet the needs and work on goals for each student. (F)

EDSW 1002  Sooner Works 101  2 Credit Hours
Prerequisite: Permission of the Educational Psychology department. The beginning course in a sequence at the University of Oklahoma for Sooner Works participants. It is designed to work in conjunction with future courses to lay the foundations related to skills for independent living, education, and employment in adulthood. (F)

EDSW 1051  Self-Advocacy/Self-Determination  1 Credit Hour
Prerequisite: EDSW 1002 and permission of the Educational Psychology department. Self-Advocacy/Self-Determination is a course in a sequence at the University of Oklahoma for Sooner Works participants. It is designed to work in conjunction with past and future courses to lay the foundations related to education, independent living, and career planning. (Sp)

EDSW 1052  Person Centered Planning  2 Credit Hours
Prerequisite: EDSW 1001 and permission of the Educational Psychology department. A semestery reoccurring course in a sequence at the University of Oklahoma for Sooner Works participants. It is designed to work in conjunction with other Sooner Works courses to lay the foundations related to education, independent living, and career planning. This course is individualized to meet the needs and work on goals for each student. (Sp)

EDSW 2001  Personal Financial Literacy  1 Credit Hour
Prerequisite: EDSW 1051 and permission of the Educational Psychology department. Personal Financial Literacy is a course in a sequence at the University of Oklahoma for Sooner Works participants. It is designed to work in conjunction with future courses to lay the foundations related to independent living for understanding financial concepts. (F)

EDSW 2002  Person Centered Planning  2 Credit Hours
Prerequisite: EDSW 1052 and permission of the Educational Psychology department. A semestery reoccurring course in a sequence at the University of Oklahoma for Sooner Works participants. It is designed to work in conjunction with other Sooner Works courses to lay the foundations related to education, independent living, and career planning. This course is individualized to meet the needs and work on goals for each student. (F)

EDSW 2051  Healthy Adult Living Skills  1 Credit Hour
Prerequisite: EDSW 2001 and permission of the Educational Psychology department. Healthy Adult Living is a course in a sequence at the University of Oklahoma for Sooner Works participants. It is designed to work in conjunction with future courses to lay the foundations related to independent living for healthy adult living. (Sp)

EDSW 2052  Person Centered Planning  2 Credit Hours
Prerequisite: EDSW 2002 and permission of the Educational Psychology department. A semestery reoccurring course in a sequence at the University of Oklahoma for Sooner Works participants. It is designed to work in conjunction with other Sooner Works courses to lay the foundations related to education, independent living, and career planning. This course is individualized to meet the needs and work on goals for each student. (Sp)

EDSW 3001  Household Budgeting & Paying Bills  1 Credit Hour
Prerequisite: EDSW 2051 and permission of the Educational Psychology department. A course in a sequence at the University of Oklahoma for Sooner Works participants. It is designed to work in conjunction with future courses to lay the foundations related to independent living for household and daily budgeting. (F)

EDSW 3002  Person Centered Planning  2 Credit Hours
Prerequisite: EDSW 2052 and permission of the Educational Psychology department. A semestery reoccurring course in a sequence at the University of Oklahoma for Sooner Works participants. It is designed to work in conjunction with other Sooner Works courses to lay the foundations related to education, independent living, and career planning. This course is individualized to meet the needs and work on goals for each student. (F)

EDSW 3051  Your Adult Rights  1 Credit Hour
Prerequisite: EDSW 3001 and permission of the Educational Psychology department. A course in a sequence at the University of Oklahoma for Sooner Works participants. It is designed to work in conjunction with future courses to lay the foundations related to employment and independent living regarding knowing and advocating for your adult rights. (Sp)

EDSW 3052  Person Centered Planning  2 Credit Hours
Prerequisite: EDSW 3002 and permission of the Educational Psychology department. A semestery reoccurring course in a sequence at the University of Oklahoma for Sooner Works participants. It is designed to work in conjunction with other Sooner Works courses to lay the foundations related to education, independent living, and career planning. This course is individualized to meet the needs and work on goals for each student. (Sp)

EDSW 4001  Navigating the Job World  1 Credit Hour
Prerequisite: EDSW 3051 and permission of the Educational Psychology department. A course in a sequence at the University of Oklahoma for Sooner Works participants. It is designed to work in conjunction with future courses to lay the foundations related to employment and job related skills. (F)

EDSW 4002  Person Centered Planning  2 Credit Hours
Prerequisite: EDSW 3052 and permission of the Educational Psychology department. A semestery reoccurring course in a sequence at the University of Oklahoma for Sooner Works participants. It is designed to work in conjunction with other Sooner Works courses to lay the foundations related to education, independent living, and career planning. This course is individualized to meet the needs and work on goals for each student. (F)

EDSW 4051  Living Independently  1 Credit Hour
Prerequisite: EDSW 4001 and permission of the Educational Psychology department. A final course in a sequence at the University of Oklahoma for Sooner Works participants. It is designed to work in conjunction with past courses to lay the foundations related to independent living beyond college. (Sp)
EDSW 4052  Person Centered Planning  2 Credit Hours
Prerequisite: EDSW 4002 and permission of the Educational Psychology department. A semesterly reoccurring course in a sequence at the University of Oklahoma for Sooner Works participants. It is designed to work in conjunction with other Sooner Works courses to lay the foundations related to education, independent living, and career planning. This course is individualized to meet the needs and work on goals for each student. (Sp)